Overview of the Collection

**Creator**  
Farner, Donald S. (Donald Sankey), 1915-1988

**Title**  
Donald Sankey Farner papers

**Dates**  
circa 1945-1988 (inclusive)

**Quantity**  
40 cubic feet

**Collection Number**  
(Accession No. 3381)

**Summary**  
Correspondence, minutes, reports, statistics, laboratory notebooks and publications of a former UW professor of Zoophysiology

**Repository**  
University of Washington Libraries, Special Collections  
Special Collections  
University of Washington Libraries  
Box 352900  
Seattle, WA  
98195-2900  
Telephone: 206-543-1929  
Fax: 206-543-1931  
speccoll@uw.edu

**Biographical Note**


**Content Description**

See individual accessions below for scope and content information.
Use of the Collection

Restrictions on Use

Creator's literary rights not transferred to the University of Washington Libraries.

Administrative Information

Arrangement

Arranged into 2 accessions:

Accession no. 3381-001, Donald Sankey Farner papers, 1945-1988
Accession no. 3381-002, Donald Sankey Farner papers, 1964-1981

Preservation Note

Collection stored offsite. Advance notice required for use.

Detailed Description of the Collection

Accession No. 3381-001: Donald Sankey Farner papers, 1945-1988

24 cubic feet
Scope and Content: Correspondence, minutes, reports, statistics, and publications, 1945-1988

View inventory/container list for this accession

Restrictions on Access: Access restricted. For terms of access, contact Special Collections.

Some material stored offsite; advance notice required for use.

Acquisition Info: Donor: John Wingfield, August 30, 1988

Description

Donald Sankey Farner papers

Accession No. 3381-002: Donald Sankey Farner papers, circa 1964-1981

16 cubic feet (16 boxes)
Arrangement: Arranged as received.
Scope and Content: Laboratory notebooks (includes specimen capture information and experiment data)
Restrictions on Access: Open to all users.

Some material stored offsite; advance notice required for use.

Acquisition Info: Donor: Robert Goff, September 20, 2011

Description

Donald Sankey Farner papers

Names and Subjects

Personal Names:
Farner, Donald S. (Donald Sankey), 1915-1988--Archives

Other Creators:

Corporate Names:
University of Washington. University Archives

Names and Subjects

Subject Terms:
University Archives/Faculty Papers (University of Washington)
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About Creative Commons Licenses in Archives West:
http://archiveswest.orbiscascade.org/cc-zero.shtml